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Dear Students,
Greetings from Dean Examination.
This is in continuation to my email dated 26/11/2021, students who couldn't fill the exam form can fill the exam form using
the link provided in the attached PDF.
I received many calls/WhatsApp messages/emails after my email Dated 26/11/202 for the clarification. Let me clarify once
again:
1. Those who have filled the exam form through Samarth portal should not fill the exam form again, this will lead to
cancellation of both the forms.
2. Even if the exam form you filled earlier was incomplete, incorrect, colleges have been given authority to correct such
forms. So you don't need to worry about it, if there is any confusion talk to your college.
3. If someone has not paid the fee, or paid partially all such exam forms will be accepted. You don't need to worry about
it. Colleges have been asked to verify all such applications. It doesn't mean that fee is waived, but it will be charged at the
time of downloading of the marksheet. So relax.
4. Once your college verifies your exam form, you will see "VERIFIED" in your dashboard. It means your exam form is
accepted.
5. Till today 87533 exam forms have been verified, rest of the forms will be verified soon, your college staff/teachers are
working very hard to complete the task, so be patient. If there is any confusion, talk to your college.
6. By this all such students whose result is pending for any reason or those who didn't fill exam form for Sem II/IV can fill
the exam form.
Don't panic, fill the exam firm and concentrate on your studies.
I wish you the very best for your examination.
God bless everyone.
Sincerely
Prof DS RAWAT
Dean Examination
-You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "OBE 2021 Nov-Dec Students" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to obestudentsnd2021+unsubscribe@
exam1.du.ac.in.
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